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Archaeological Survey Note 2011-01:  

Maps in Permit Reports 
 

Maps included in mitigative permit reports form a crucial component of the information required to 
manage the archaeological impact assessment and mitigation process effectively. They are important 
tools that assist the Archaeological Survey in determining if an adequate level of investigation has taken 
place to fulfil a ministerial order or the terms of a permit. They help determine if resources will be 
affected by proposed activities and how these resources might be managed. They also provide a basis for 
determining what element(s) of a proposed development can be cleared under the provisions of the 
Alberta Historical Resources Act or if restrictions or additional requirements are warranted. Recently, 
too many reports submitted to this office have contained maps that do not provide sufficient information 
to allow these determinations to be made. While requirements for maps provided in reports will be 
outlined in detail in revised guidelines for permit holders currently in preparation, the standards outlined 
below will be enforced until that document is available. 
 
Reports submitted as a result of an Historical Resources Impact Assessment are required to include 
formal project development plans (plans of survey, alignment sheets, etc.), as well as any other maps of 
archaeological relevance. Development plans must be legible and at a scale that clearly illustrates 
specific project details, including any reroutes and/or revisions, and should provide legal descriptions to 
at least the section level. Where multiple maps are used to illustrate a single long development, a smaller 
cartographic scale1 key map should be provided to identify the relative placement of the associated 
larger scale maps. While paper maps are generally preferred, multi-page development plans may be 
included on a cd inserted into a back pocket of the report. Alternatively, the numerous alignment sheets 
that result from extremely long projects may be bound into a separate map volume. As a general 
standard, Alberta Culture and Community Spirit expects maps and other illustrative material to be of 
equal scale, type and quality to that submitted to other government approval agencies, such as Alberta 
Sustainable Resource Development or Alberta Environment.  
 
Unless illustrated directly on development plans, additional maps (at a minimum scale of 1:50,000) must 
be included to illustrate the following: 
 
1. Areas examined – Project development areas and areas examined within them must be displayed 
clearly. Maps should include areas targeted for study if these were established at the prefield stage of a 
project and should include contour lines. Areas targeted in pre-field study but not ground-truthed must 
be distinguished from areas actually investigated. Areas examined on the ground must be illustrated, as 
must the locations of individual (small projects) or generalized (large projects) shovel tests.  

                                                 
1 Cartographic scale refers to the depicted size of a portion of the Earth’s surface to its actual size. This is most commonly expressed as a representative 
fraction (e.g., 1:50,000). As the size of the represented surface gets larger, the denominator in the representative fraction gets larger. smaller fractions 
therefore represent larger areas. This leads to the somewhat counterintuitive situation of large cartographic scale maps representing a relatively small area of 
the Earth (e.g., 1:5,000), and small cartographic scale maps showing a relatively large area (e.g., 1:1,000,000) 
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2. Locations of archaeological sites – Locations of all newly and previously recorded archaeological 
sites in direct proximity to the development area must be displayed clearly. Illustrations should include 
polygons that describe site boundaries so that their relationship with development activities can be 
understood. Locations of Heritage Survey sites also should be included in these maps. 

3. Excavation Plans – When excavations have been conducted, plans must be prepared and must 
include topographic and hydrological features that allow their placement within the surrounding 
landscape and site boundaries. 

4. Illustration of reroutes or revisions – All project areas investigated under a permit must be 
illustrated. This includes reroutes and revisions, as well as the originally investigated footprints. Any 
revision that may have taken place between when a development area was investigated and an approval 
was sought also must be shown clearly.  

5. Areas recommended for Historical Resources Act clearance or further study– Maps must 
illustrate all areas for which HRA clearance is recommended, as well as all areas for which additional 
study or activity restriction is recommended. 

6. Legends – Map legends must identify map features and scale to ensure clarity as to existing versus 
proposed development activity and relevant disturbance factors. To facilitate understanding of location, 
labelling should include appropriate Section, Township and Range and Meridian divisions. For larger 
scale maps, contour intervals should be indicated in the map legend. 
 
When the Archaeological Survey encounters maps in reports that plainly do not meet these basic 
standards, those reports may be returned un-reviewed with instructions for revision. Such measures are 
likely to delay proponents obtaining Historical Resources Act clearance. If you have any questions as to 
what might be considered acceptable in any specific circumstance, please contact the relevant regional 
archaeologist or Martina Purdon. 
 


